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About This Content

Experience two apocalyptic, insane vehicles along with a new Slaughter mode arena that will test your driving skills to the
maximum. 

The pack includes a monster truck named Chaos 126p and an armored truck named Auroch, drivable in all game modes. The
military base arena is a bonus addition to the Slaughter mode map arsenal.
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Title: Zombie Driver HD Apocalypse Pack
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
EXOR Studios
Publisher:
EXOR Studios
Franchise:
EXOR Studios
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7/Vista/XP
Processor:1.5 GHz dual core processor
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:128 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible or better video card with pixelshader 3.0
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:1500 MB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Polish
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Cheaper than a beer. More fun too.. Auroch is my favorite vehicle in game. Zombie Driver HD Apocalypse Pack.
\udb40\udc21. Meat of this DLC are 2 odd looking vehicles: Chaos 126p and Auroch. Other than looking weird, to my suprise,
they were outfitted with uniqe driving model, which makes them a bit harder to use than standard vehicles, but also superior to
them if used correctly. I don't mind, I like when vehicles\/weapons have their own quirks, you need to be aware of when using
them, makes things far more interesting.
Chaos 126p feels very light, almost too light. It has amazing acceleration, but loses plenty of speed when driving through crowd
of zombies. Massive wheels give it tightest turn radius in game, but can prove liability, since you can't just slide off obstacles
using bumper.
Auroch has god-like ramming power, as expected from vehicle this heavy, but you don't want to stop in this thing. Not only
acceleration is poor, but shifting from reverse to foward feels like it's taking forever. If you hit hard obstacle when there are
zeds nearby, it may cost you a lot of damage, before you drive away.. great add on
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You need to know this DLC is a totally optional cash grab by the devs. You get 2 new possibly overpowered cars selectable
immediately in all game types including story mode, and a new map for slaughter mode. Both of these cars are fun as hell to
drive, especially in slaughter mode. The Auroch has the highest ramming in the game by far and rolls through packs of zombies
like a hot knife through warm butter. The monster truck, Chaos 126p, has obscenely good acceleration and turning and is quite
fun once you get used to it. You also get 'military base', a fairly open medium sized arena map for slaughter mode. If you've
played through this game and still find yourself coming back for more, pick this DLC up during a sale.. Nice pack for the game.
10\/10
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